KIT || Best in tech

ESSENTIAL TECH

Stay one step ahead of your competition with the latest gadgets

Creative Outlier
Air V2 Wireless Earbuds

Powerplate
Dualsphere

£59.99|uk.creative.com|Tester Sarah

£99.95|powerplate.co.uk
Tester Geri

Fantastic earbuds for running! It was quick to pair them with
my phone; both earbuds sync at the same time and you’re
off and running before you know it. The sound quality is
better than I expected and, with a huge 12 hours battery life,
your music will outlast the length of your long run. A very
easy and sleek charging dock with a 34-hour charge and a
clear LED display to show charge levels. The Outliers
have touch/tap options for controls which I find
much easier to use when running, and they are
really comfortable. I’m happy to report they
stayed in my ears with no niggles and no
wriggles. A great value-for-money product.

BEST
IN TECH
TEST

The DualSphere is a
vibrating massager that is
perfect for effective,
concentrated massages.
I was so excited to test it as
this is a cutting edge
vibrating massager. I found it
was great to use when you
are chilling at home
watching a movie. It’s
also very easy to
use and comes
with USB and a
long battery life,
as well as four
vibration
intensity levels.
For me it was
the recovery
massaging
which really
helped and I could
definitely feel the
difference after regular
use. My muscles were noticeably less
tired, heavy and sore.

Wahoo
HR TICKRx
£64.99|uk.wahoofitness.com
Tester Sarah

This is a great product
for those who are
after more data
about their runs;
it’s a heartrate
monitor designed for
runners but it gives
you more than just your
heartrate and training
zones. Use it with an
easy-to-use app on your
phone or watch, and get it to
track distance, time, cadence,
calories, vertical oscillation and
ground contact time. Also, with an
internal memory of 50 hours, it can be used even
when you don’t have your phone to hand. The chest
strap is comfortable to wear and the device is fairly
flat and smooth.
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Riixo Recovery Cuffs
From £76.98|riixo.com|Tester Tina

Pop these in the freezer, as they come, and two hours later they’re ready
to pull on: immediate cryotherapy for the muscles of your lower leg. You
can rest up and chill with Netflix while you wear them for 20 minutes
and that’s all there is to it. The cuffs give compression on your calves
and front shin, and you can choose to use them frozen as ice therapy
or heated up for cramp relief. For me, it was icing the front muscles of
my lower leg every evening, coupled with physio visits, that made a
noticeable difference to an ongoing niggle. They are so easy and quick
to put on (not so easy to take off!), and offer recovery benefits, reduce
DOMS and help with swelling.
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